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1. There are three fundamental aspects of 
IT security:

- Confidentiality: 
information that is confidential must be protected against 

unauthorized disclosure. 

- Availability: 
services, IT system functions, data and information must     

be available to users as required. 

- Integrity: 
data must be complete and unaltered.



2. Access to the Internet creates additional 
issues or adds complexity to the three 

fundamentals of IT security:
- Preventing unauthorized access 

- Detecting unauthorized access

- Minimizing the impact of unauthorized access



3. There is no such thing as a 100% IT security



4. Utilize the basics of risk management 
 What are the risks?

 How can those risks be mitigated?

 Are you prepared to accept the residual risks?



5.  IT security is top priority

- the CIO has to provide leadership
- it has to be on the agenda of the top table and politicians

- needs to be embedded in corporate policies & procedures



6. Forget the freebies – they’re not just for fun

 Each USB stick that you get as a present somewhere 
could bring new malware to your system



7. Educate and raise awareness of your employees

 More than 60 % of attacks are caused by the
carelessness of your own staff

- Tell them once, tell them twice, then tell them again



8. There are a lot of cyber clowns, cyber attackers and 
cyber blackmailers in this world

 Each one of them has their own strategy to
cause damage to your network

but with different targets. 
You need to detect all of them.



9. You should call the “internet of things” 
the “internet of open doors”

 Recognize that with every new connection via internet
there will be a new open door for external attacks



10. Don’t judge a book by its cover

 The content of an e-mail from even the most trusted sender 
can lead to damage. 

It is very easy to forge the name of a sender.



11. The danger of an attack is mostly greater than the 
security of your firewall

 But if it‘s ever equal, then it is only a matter of time 
that it‘s getting greater again.



12. Don’t bring your own device

 Leave it at home, please! 
We don‘t want your homemade virus

in  our enterprise network. 
- And if that‘s not feasible, control the risk!


